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Big bang kpop news 2019

What next for the K-pop now Fab Card, down from the original five-member line-up at BigBang? Photo: @bigbang_official / Instagram (CNN)One of K-pop's biggest idols has dramatically left the entertainment industry after it appears it was being investigated on suspicion of violating South Korea's
prostitution laws. Members of the younger K-pop mega-group Big Bang, Seungri made the announcement on his official Instagram account on Tuesday. I think I'd better leave the entertainment industry at the moment,' she wrote. I just can't support what causes any further damage to those around me,
while hatred and criticised by the public and being treated as a nation's enemy during the investigation. Seungri has for years kept the squeaky-clean image needed in South Korea's entertainment. However, in the last few months a scandal the sun evening in Seoul, which Seungri sat on the board, put
that reputation in danger. It has also caused some questions how clean-k-pop idols really are. The Sun Sun club, located in the Gangnam neighborhood staircase, faces allegations of corruption, violence against clients, concealing prostitutes for VIPs, rape, drug trafficking and drug use, according to the
Seoul Metropolitan Police. Numerous women have come forward with claims of being attacked or drugging at the club, which authorities have been investigating for two months. Burning Sun last month posted a statement on social media saying that she has actively collaborated with the police. She has
also vowed to introduce measures to protect customers, including female security officers and extra cameras. But since then the hotel in which it is located said Burning Sun has opted to end its lease early and close. The club did not respond to a request for comment. Last month, 28-year-old Seungri,
who also oversaw publications for Burning Sun, resigned from the club's board. Neither Seungri or his label, YG Leisure, responded to CNN's request for comment, but a statement from the label said he and his executives had collaborated with police. According to multiple reports, Seungri was excused on
the scene at a concert on February 14 and canceled events in Osaka and Jakarta this month. But in the end, those efforts weren't enough to save his career. I am really grateful to all my fans in Korea and to the world for showing much love for the past 10 years, she wrote on social media. I feel like I need
to finish it here for the reputation of YG and Big Bang. Spiral scandal K-pop stars hope to conform to compliant high standards of conduct, both from their management and fans. The labels impose restrictions on who and how publicly they can date, what to set and how they behave in public. Big Bang has
been at the forefront of the K-pop industry since its debut in 2006, and it was the first Korean band to win the Worldwide Best Aviation Act of the MTV Europe Music Award in 2011. That success puts more pressure on Seungri.CedarBough Saeji, experts at Korean Culture and Society of university of
British Columbia, said that for K-pop stars: Every public moment they are a product to be consumed as representatives of the country, ideal behavior representatives, and representatives of personalized talents. Jenna Gibson, a Korea expert at the University of Chicago, said that if the allegations against
Seungri and Burning Sun were true, this level of scandal goes beyond anything we've seen in recent memory of K-pop.drug laws exceptionally strict in South Korea and drugs is also rare. Only about 7,800 arst were made in 2017, according to Korean Statistical Information Service, in a country of more
than 51 million people. Celebrities caught with the same small amount of marijuana may find themselves stopped by labels or forced to make public inexcusable. Scandals involving drinking, drugs or even dating not only make waves in the entertainment news section but also finance the news section,
Bernie Hot, a Korean music industry, told CNN last year. Many of the south Korean music management companies are also stock publicly trading on the Korean stock exchange. Sensational titles may take a reliable hit on the bottom line. Often in the wake of a scandal, labels and stars will cancel events -
- as Seungri did -- and release postponed records until attention in the desired history. Gibson predicted that Seungri might choose to start his mandatory military service early in order to get out of the public eye. All of South Korea's men are required to perform between 18 and 21 months of public service,
something that can be devastated for entertainment 'career'. But in this case it could benefit Seungri. Sex divided frech allegations around the sun burning scandal appeared in the Korean press almost daily. There is huge public apparel for the story because part of this reasoning case with an ongoing
reconstruction and attitude to South Korea toward women, said South Korean expert Saeji.Last year, tens of thousands of women taking to Seoul streets to protest against an epidemic of illegal films and sexual harassment, under my life slogan is not your Porn. A more actively active movement has also
taken aim at the country's general gender and paid differences, one of the worst in the developing world, that President Moon Jae-in has described as embarrassed and guaranteed to improve. In 2018, the country ranked 30 out of 36 Organizations for Economic Co-operation and Nation Development for
Women's Work, though it has higher education rates in the group for women ages 25 to 34. Politics is particularly unegaral. Women hold just 17% of seats in South Korea's parliament, according to World Bank Bank.Saeji said the Burning Sun scandal came at a time when these problems are being faced
by the society more directly than ever before. Like the camp's spy epidemic - which exposed a constant disorder many South Korean women felt about being watched, in public and private – the scandal of the night, particularly the allegations regarding rape dates and sexual assault, have painted a picture
of a predatory setting many women know only as well. Many Korean women have unfortunate or fearful experience in clubs, and some people are aware and some are conscious about the sort of illegal and illegal behavior, Saeji said. The presence of Seungri on the board, who as a K-pop star presumed
to represent the best model for young Korean men, only illuminated the anger on it, he added. James Griffiths reports from Hong Kong. Yoonjung Seo reports from Seoul, South Korea. ◀ Return to List More Articles by this writer With all its members coming back to public life over the weekend, the
popular K-popular K-pop band BIGBANG is set to return to show business, but the future of the group remains unknown due to an ongoing corruption scandal. As well-known fashion icon across Asia, its leader G-Dragon, ejected from the military on October 26, restarting its entertainment activities and a
fashionable collaboration with Nike.Li involved in designers of American firm bondage based on the American Air Force 1 Para-Noise, which features daisy logos from the fashion brand G-Dragon brand PECEMINUSONE on the language of the shoe.G-Dragon (Yonhap) after completing its mandatory
service 18 months the singer, who has real name Kwon Ji-g, said she will engage in her work in music. Now I will do my best in my main business, the 31-year-old, who enjoyed world room as a solo artist and a member of BIGBANG, told his fans on his disgust days last month. Two other bandmats,
Daesung and Taeyang, will complete their military duties Sunday, while T.O.O.P was the first BIGBANG member to end the service in July.but people cast doubt on the meeting of the four-member group, which held its debt in 2006, and the release of their first album in three years. BIGBANG has been
regarded as one of the most influential Korean acts to form the K-pop industry and lead the heday of waves in Korean, along with BTS and EXO. Former member Seungri left the group and music industry in March amid a series of criminal and legal investigations earlier this year. Yang Hyun-suk, founder
of YG Entertainment, the BIGBANG agency, also resigned from the top post of the firm as police have deepened a probe into accusations of illegal gambling overseas. The G-Dragon's social media and messages are posted about a month before its disguise has fuel speculation of the 13-year-old group's
debanding. Live for yourself, one of his posts. May the world turn without you. It's not the end of the world without you. T.O.P has already said it has no plans to go back to the strips, while YG Entertainment has yet to make any official announcements about the future of the band. (Yonhap) ◀ back to List
More articles by this famous Seoul Writer (CNN)Former K-pop idol Seungri accused on charges including prostitution and Gambling, roughly a year since allegations first came to light in a sexual abuse scandal that rocked South Korea's entertainment industry. The former singer Big Bang indicated
unprecedented detention for allegedly organized prostitutes, usual gambling habits, and unlawful foreign trade that was confirmed to CNN Thursday. CNN has reached out to Seungri's lawyer for comment. 29-year-old Lee Seung-Hyun - was one of K-pop's biggest stars before he dramatically left the
entertainment industry in March last year after he appeared under investigation. I just can't support what caused any further damage to people around me, while hatred and criticised by the public and being treated as a nation's enemy during the investigation, he wrote in an Instagram post at the time.
Seungri's allegation is the latest development of the so-called Burning Sun scandal on a night in the glitzzy Gangnam neighbourhood. Seungri sat on the board at the club, and oversaw his publication. According to Seoul Police Metropolitan Police, Burning Sun was the site of corruption, violence against
clients, concealed prostitutes for VIPs, rape, drug trafficking and drug use. Many women have come forward with claims of being attacked or drugging at the club. Burning Sun's scandal allegations, Burning Sun was shut down -- and a handful of stars were affected by the scandal. During the course of the
investigation, police discovered an online group chat that shared sexually explicit videos of women filmed without their knowledge and consent. In March 2019, police named several high-profile K-pop stars as members of the group. In November last year, two members of the chat group -- singer Jenn
Joon-young and musician Choi Jong-hoon -- were sentenced to consider sexual assault a woman unable to resist, according to Seoul's Central District Court. Jung was also found guilty of films against volunteers and shared the sexually explicit material of members of an online group chat. Jung was
sentenced for six years in prison, while Choi was sentenced to five years. People outside the entertainment industry were also brought down by the Burning Sun scandal. A former police officer was sentenced to one year in prison in August for accepting $20 million ($17,300) to stop investigating
allegations of a minor entering the club, according to South Korea news agency. According to Sahap, Sun's operator, Lee Mun-ho, was sentenced to one year in prison in November for use of illegal substances, while another employee -- named Hot -- was sentenced in December to four years and six
months in prison for possession of illegal substances and drug trafficking. The scandal has pushed questions about how stars in Carolina entertainment multimillion dollar industry treat women -- and whether the industry is as squeaky-cleaning as its image frequently enforced labels that stars can publicly



date, what they set, and how they behave in public. Celebrities caught with the same small amount of marijuana may find themselves stopped by labels or forced to make public inexcusable. But the scandal also reasons and wider problems in illegal recordings, sexual harassment and voyeurism in South
Korea society. In March last year, South Korea police announced that about 1,600 people had been secretly filmed in mortal rooms -- and that the stakes lived online to pay customers. In 2018, tens of thousands of women took to the streets of Seoul and other cities to protest against the practice and
action request, under the slogan my life is not your Porn. CNN's Jake Kwon contributes to this report.report.
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